IV
RUSSIAN BALLADS
i. Great Russia
R
JSSIAN ballads—'byliny' or 'stariny'—differ from those of
all the rest of Europe in form, style, and theme.   They are
not entirely separate, since there is some evidence that western and
southern elements have migrated into the Russian sub-continent;
yet even in telling the same story the characteristic Russian
divergencies are such that the identification is hedged with doubt.
Nowhere else is there so bold a reliance on the normalizing power
of the melody, allowing the length of lines and disposal of stresses
to show the greatest anomalies. The plots and characters of these
poems are singularly vague.  A Russian ballad hero has no more
than an indeterminate temperament, so that the improvisers attach
to each one stories in keeping with this temperament. Dobrynja is
courteous, IFja mature and sage, Aljosa is rash, Curilo is young
and gay, Djuk is rich, and so on; but it is not impossible that the
story told of Aljosa may also be told of Curilo, or that Dobrynja
and IFja should be credited with the same feat. Having satisfied
this modest requirement of decorum, the ballad-poet and even the
reciter may expand or contract the ballad almost indefinitely. He
may simplify the incidents or slow up the narrative by inserting
long tirades of conventional verses.   The bounds of the several
stories are unfixed, and divisions made by scholars in the interests
of precision are in fact arbitrary.  A strong antiquarian interest
demands that almost all adventures should be brought into relation
with the old principality of Kiev under the rule of Prince Vladimir.
It has preserved many authentic names famous in the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth centuries; but the adventures related are
almost entirely fabulous. Some of the technique of narration and
the basic principles of melody have doubtless been imported into
Russia from the Eastern Empire; but in neither this nor any other
respect is there any such dependence on Greece as to justify group-
ing the 'byliny' with the 'tragoudia'. The ballad-poetry of Russia
—the 'byliny' of Great Russia and the 'durni' of the Ukraine—
demands treatment in a section apart from all others.
Tradition has caused all the oldest ballads to be grouped in the

